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Stella Pro 10000c
Stella Pro 10000c is the most compact,
powerful,rugged corded LED light in the industry.
The Stella Pro 10000c provides ""HMI"" type high
output with robust reliable performance. Perfect
for use in the studio or for on location ""Live
Shots"" in direct sun. Stella Pro is a new concept
in professional lighting, delivering beautiful
cinema quality light in an ultra-portable design.
Professional durability and water resistant design
allows light to be utilized for on-location shoots.
Reference: 850-0402-B
EAN13: -
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Stella Pro 10000c is the most compact, powerful,rugged corded LED light in the industry. The Stella
Pro 10000c provides "HMI" type high output with robust reliable performance. Perfect for use in the
studio or for on location "Live Shots" in direct sun. Stella Pro is a new concept in professional
lighting, delivering beautiful cinema quality light in an ultra-portable design. Professional durability
and water resistant design allows light to be utilized for on-location shoots. Stella Pro's smooth,
even, 120-degree beam can be easily shaped and modified to provide a light that renders colors
beautifully with consistent, reliable, regulated output. With a wide range of mounting options and
lighting modifiers, you can do things not possible with conventional lights. Stella lights are proudly
built in our California manufacturing facility and feature a 2 year "Enhanced Experience
Guarantee".

  
Caractéristiques :

Poids (kg): 0,75
Dimensions en mm (L x l x H): 103x89x89
Angle d’ouverture: 120° native
IP: 54
CRI/CQS: 92
Température de couleur: 5600K
Refroidissement: ventilation forcée
Dimmer: Continu
Temps de charge: N/A
TLCI: 94
Lumens High: 10000
Batterie Intégrée: Non
Type de Batterie: Aucune
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